
SERENITY
IMMERSIVE RELAXATION

Innovative solutions for 
Hospitality & Wellness
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WELLNESS INDUTRY IS CHANGING… 
WHAT ABOUT YOU?

More and more customers and travelers are
looking for services focusing on relaxation,
comfort, health and well-being to address
their growing need for inner balance & stress
relief that comes with today’s lifestyles.

Whatever and wherever the destination, the
accomodation, the expectations or the length
of the travel, ‘Wellness’ has to be part of the
trip! Innovative technologies are opening the
road to offer game changing experiences…
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#relaxation2.0

Why Serenity ?

Ours motivations ? Influence individual wellbeing and give a 
better access through innovation to the techniques that 

are contributing to self-fulfillment and to positive change.

!
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Efficient

Immersion boosts the 
relaxing effects to 
provide direct & 
lasting benefits

Autonomous

Reliable and 
standalone to offer to 
ensure the quality of 

the experience

Universal

Well-adapted for all 
audiences to give a 

better access to mind 
wellness solutions
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A unique combination of well-proven psycho corporal therapies 
and an innovative application of VR dedicated to well-being :

Immersive Relaxation

Created in France by IRIS with support 
of Dynamic Relaxation experts .

PANORAMIC 
IMMERSION

GUIDED 
RELAXATION

SOUND 
STIMULATION

BREATHING 
TECHNIQUES

SERENITY OFFERS DYNAMIC RELAXATION SESSIONS
IN AN IMMERSIVE SINGULAR EXPERIENCE
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With Serenity you can offer a powerful wellness
experience while differentiating your brand

Positive change

Virtual Reality and immersion act as stimulations
for mental escape, balance and feelings to enable

immediate positive effects - even with short 
sessions – in terms of physical relief, stress 

management and general well-being.

Serenity provides all the benefits of a dynamic relaxation sessions 
while experiencing an inner journey and an immersive trip : the 

solution is autonomous and efficient to encourage regular practice.

Serenity is the perfect answer to face a 
stressful situation but is also a complete
solution to begin an inner journey
around various well-being themes: sleep
improvement, stress management, self-
confidence boost, positive self-image, 
inner balance…
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Stress or anxiety specifically target brain’s areas involved in 
coordination and cognition of feeling :

Stimulating these areas with positive thoughts, Serenity helps
getting rid of negative feelings and emotions, learning live fully

in the present and starting to plan solutions or changes.

Our sessions are structured around various themes
Targetting both mind and body wellness such as :

PAIN MANAGEMENT, INNER BALANCE, POSITIVE SELF-IMAGE, SLEEP 
IMPROVEMENT, SELF-CONFIDENCE, STRESS MANAGEMENT…Mind & body wellness

180+ choice of sessions and exercises from 5
to 20 min. to relax and explore your potential

c
PRE-FRONTAL 
CORTEX

c
HIPPOCAMPUS

c
AMYGDALA
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Offer an inner journey
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All-in-one

Pre-configured 
Hardware, software 
and content included

Intuitive

Easy to integrate and 
to handle with no 

need for maintenance

3 versions

One, Multi or Smart, 
for a mobile well-
adjust experience
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Discover in details business models, equipment, services and 
available options in the corresponding datasheet              

Serenity Wellness+.

Serenity kits

Serenity is a high-end solution delivering
complete and ready-to-use products.

French and English Customization Premium Audio
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Antitheft
sets
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Services

Serenity offers custom services and options to to
support its integration and evolution.

Communication 
templates

Serenity’s 
partners network

Collections and 
guided selections

On-site delivery 
and training

Launch         
event

Custom       
events

Warranty    
options

New or specific 
contents
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Examples in wellness establishments

Serenity complete your existing offering
while being flexible and innovative

Packages : theme based selection of 
sessions or integration withing existing
offering as a mind and body cure

Treatment preparation : for a 
smoother experience specifically with
painful and/or stressful treatments

On-demand sessions : innovative
relaxing break with a wide portfolio of 
sessions and exercices

Beauty or body care add-on : with
hand care, foot care, body wraps or 
masks, hydromassage beds, etc.

Reception : to differenciate your
reception, welcome customers with a 
unique experience.
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Examples in hospitality structures

Serenity is completely mobile and with its Smart
version, offer a wellness experience anywhere.

Targeted cures : to complete your
offering with dedicated themes : burnout, 
weight loss, winter depression...

Business travel : business(wo)men 
lifestyle is tough, make their stay a positive 
experience to boost their efficiency

In-room service : to say goodbye to 
accumulated stress and fatigue from
travelling, a welcoming experience

Events : innovative, fun and trendy
experience for cocktails, galas or work
event but also for demonstration

Reception : to differenciate your
reception, welcome customers with a 
sensorial and singular experience
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Examples for operatour & agencies

Are you looking for a new experience of travel
for your customers ? Let us know !

Transportations : offer a fun activity for 
long-trip entertainment or use Serenity to 
reassure your passengers during the trip.

For your employees : at risk with stress, 
anxiety and fatigue, your employees could
be more acceptive, patient and productive.

Lounge sections : offer a VIP access with
a relaxation service focused on serenity
and positivity of the travel experience.

For shopping centers : make the best of 
your customers experience and offer them
a revigorating and empowering break.

For travel agencies: make them picture
the destinations of their dream and 
promote your offering and services.
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They already trust us

Serenity is a member
of the organization HAPPYTECH

and 2019 laureate of the
RESEAU ENTREPRENDRE 94

More references on www.serenity-relaxation.com/references



Contacts

Sales contact : +33 (0)6 21 40 36 54

info@iris-immersive.com

http://www.serenity-relaxation.com/

http://www.fabrikam.com/

